Dog Friendly Faire

Dogs are welcome to join their human companions for the revelry of the Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire and there are two dog pass options to consider before visiting with your furry friend.

**Option #1 - Dog Season Pass – Valid 27 public days of the 2020 Faire Season**

Available Online ONLY. $5.00 per pass + $1.50 Service Fee. Requires 10 business days lead time prior to visit date for preparation of the Dog Pass and to make it available for pick up at Customer Service.

1. **Step 1 – Complete the Qualified Dog Registration Form and Waiver** – Upon receipt of your completed Dog Registration Form and Waiver, you will receive an email containing a link directing you to the Box Office to purchase your Dog Pass. [LINK TO ONLINE FORMS]
2. **Step 2 - Purchase A Dog Season Pass.** You will receive an email containing a link to the Box Office to purchase your Dog Pass - $5.00 + $1.50 service fee.
3. **Step 3 - Receive and Display Your Dog Season Pass.** Once the completed online forms have been received and you have purchased your Dog’s Pass, the pass will be printed and placed at Customer Service for pick-up when you visit. The Dog Pass must be affixed to your dog’s leash loop. This will allow safe and easy viewing of the pass.
4. **Sept 4 - Display Your Royal Dog Pass On Their Leash Loop, Follow the Dog Decrees and Enjoy Your Visits Together All Faire Season Long!** Each time you visit, simply proceed to the E-ticket entrance or ticket windows to have your dog’s pass scanned for entry. Once you have completed all the steps above and acquire your Dog Pass, you no longer need to wait in line each visit to check in your dog. Simply have the Dog Pass scanned at entry.

**Option #2 – One-Day Dog Pass – Available at Front Gate Only valid ONLY on the day of your visit.**

A One-Day Dog Pass available at the Front Gate Customer Service Window ONLY. $10.00 per pass. Qualified Dog Registration Form and Waiver must be completed and provided at time of purchase. A One Day Only Dog Pass sticker will be provided to wear during your visit, indicating you have followed the proper procedure to enter with your pup. Hard copies of these items will be available at the window, but to save time, it is best to print at home and bring to the Customer Service Window. To get a head start, [click here](#) to print the form and waiver. [LINK TO PDF]
Dog Decrees

The Faire welcomes dogs with responsible owners who have purchased a Dog Season Pass or One-Day Dog Pass and have submitted the completed Qualified Dog Registration Form and Waiver. This program applies to dogs only. No other pets will be allowed on festival grounds.

Mount Hope Estate adheres to the ADA’s definition of Service animal found here. Refer to the ADA’s frequently asked questions as it pertains to Mount Hope Estate events.

Owners must display their Dog’s Season Pass on the loop of their leash for easy and safe viewing or the dog owner must visibly wear the One-Day Dog Pass throughout their visit to the Shire. Owner agrees that all Dog Passes are non-transferable and applicable only to the dog associated with the pass.

Owners must be able to provide proof of Rabies Vaccination at any time on site either by producing a physical rabies certificate, written dated record of shots from veterinarian or by tag with date of expiration displayed on the dog.

Dogs must be on leash at all times (maximum of 6 feet) and kept under control. Retractable leashes are not permitted.

Owners are required to clean up after their dogs. Do not allow dogs to relieve themselves on walkways or inside or on booths.

Guests may not leave dogs unattended at any time upon. Dogs shall not be left unattended in vehicles or in the parking lot.

Only well-behaved dogs in good health will be admitted. The Faire reserves the right to refuse entry to any dog and reserves the right to request that an owner remove a dog from the site.

Dog owners shall adhere to any requests or directions in relation to their dog made by performers, merchants or Faire staff, should an issue arise with any dog during a performance, inside a merchant booth or otherwise.

Not all dogs visiting the Faire will be comfortable with their surroundings. It is for that reason that the Faire reserves the right to ask anyone whose dog appears to be uncomfortable or is not under control to remove the dog from the park.

Dogs are not permitted inside the Anchor & Mermaid Tavern, the Wine Shop, The Taproom, Brewery, Distillery, or Winery. Service dogs are permitted in these locations.

Failure to adhere to any of the above decrees will in the owner and their dog being escorted to the gate and their Dog Pass being revoked without admission or pass refund.

Sensitive Ears?

Some performances may contain the use of pyrotechnics, cannon fire, cracking whips or gun fire.

Opening Gate – cannon fire
Human Chess Match – whip cracking
Ultimate Joust – cannon fire, explosions, fireworks
Isaac Fawlkes – black powder pistol
Don Juan & Miguel – black powder pistol and whip cracking
Finale In Song – fireworks to end the show, possible whip cracking
1. Information About You

Dog Owner: First:__________________ Last: __________________

Phone:__________________________

Address: __________________ State: _____ Zip: ____________

Email: __________________________

Dog’s Name:____________________ Breed:______________ Color:______________

Size/Weight:_____________________ Age:_________________

Male______ Female______ (check one) Neutered/Spayed Yes____ No____ (check one)

2. Information About Your Pet

All Vaccinations Are Required And Must Be Current. Dates of Most Recent Vaccinations.

Rabies:______________ Distemper:______________ Parvo:______________

Has your pet ever been deemed a dangerous or potentially dangerous animal at any time in the past?

Yes____ No____

3. Information about your veterinarian

Clinic Name:__________________________ Vet Name:__________________________

Address: ________________________________

Phone:__________________________

I certify that all information I have provided is current and correct.

Signature of Dog Owner:__________________________ Date:__________________________

Print Name:____________________________________
Qualified Dog Waiver - 2020

I am aware that during my visit to the Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire, certain inherent risks are involved, including, but not limited to, negligence on my part or another person’s party. In consideration of this, I hereby declare that my dog has NOT been deemed to be a dangerous or potentially dangerous animal and agree that the Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire, its owners, agents, assignees or employees shall be liable to the undersigned, or those claiming through or under the undersigned, for injury, death, personal loss or property damage suffered or caused by my own negligence, or the negligence of someone else. If a bite, scratch or other injury or damage should occur, I agree to (1) report it immediately to a Faire staff or security representative and (2) remain on site with my pet until I have received instructions from the local authorities regarding the required procedure. I have read the Dog Days Decrees. I understand and agree to compliance for my dog and myself. I also certify that the information I have given is correct and current.

I hereby certify to the following facts:
1. I am the owner of the dog attending the Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire.
2. I will be in control of my dog at all times while at the Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire.
3. All of the information I have provided in this Qualified Dog Registration and Waiver Form is accurate.
4. My dog has not been deemed a dangerous or potentially dangerous animal at any time.
5. My dog has never caused a problem in a crowded public environment.

If my pet should bite a person, bite another pet, cause property damage, and/or be directly or indirectly involved in any incident, I agree to do the following:

1. Report the incident immediately to a Renaissance Faire staff or security member.
2. Remain on site with my pet and available until I have received instructions from the Renaissance Faire staff and/or local authorities regarding the required procedures.

I have read and understand the Qualified Dog Registration and Waiver Form. I understand and agree to full compliance for my pet, my guests and myself. I certify that all information I have provided is current and correct.

Signature of Owner: __________________________ Date: __________________

Print Name: ________________________________